BRACKET BUSTERS AND
ODDS AND ENDS TRASH
TALK
Fairly slow day yesterday on news and events,
but the NCAA basketball tournament is in full
swing. There are the usual 12-5 upsets that have
become tradition, like Oregon over Oklahoma
State (not much of an upset if you saw the Ducks
play in the Pac-12 tournament), ‘Ole Miss over
Wisconsin (now that was an upset) and Cal over
UNLV. Three out of four 12-5 games were “upsets.
This happens so frequently every year that it is
now the expected.
But there have been two more results that were
actually shockers. First, on Thursday, Harvard
took out Steve Alford’s highly regarded New
Mexico Lobos in the 14-3 game in the West
regional. First tournament win ever for Harvard.
The glory may be short lived however, as the
Crimson runs into a much more athletic
University of Arizona Wildcat team in the Round
of 32. Of course right about the time that was
happening, Harvard was showing its real Goldman
Sachs like colors by having four years of
National Academic Quiz Tournament Championships
stripped for cheating.
The even better upset story happened Friday
night when little known Florida Gulf Coast
University, a 15 seed, demolished the 2nd seeded
Georgetown Hoyas. FGCU didn’t even really exist
until the mid 90s and is in only its second year
of eligibility for the tournament. Wow. And the
Eagles have a real shot against their next
opponent, San Diego State. The Eagles have real
leaders in their guards, Sherwood Brown and
Bernard Thompson. Hot guard play in the
tournament will take you a long way, and if last
night is any indication, FGCU may have it.
The F1 circus is in Malaysia this week. If there
is one thing you expect in Malaysia, it is the
wet; and that is exactly what arrived during

qualifying at the Sepang Circuit. Sebastian
Vettel took pole, with Felipe Massa in P2.
Alonso was in P3 and Hamilton beside him in row
2. Kimi Raikkonen qualified back in P7, but came
from similarly back on the grid last week in
Australia. Button will be beside the finn in P8
and teammate Sergio Perez in P10. Massa has
historically been very good at Sepang, can he
beat out Vettel and his teammate for the first
win of his comeback? Will there be more wet for
the race? Coverage starts on NBCSports channel
at 4:00 am EST and 1:00 am PST.
In the other set of exciting brackets, our very
own @Emptywheel has won her first round in
Twitter Fight Club. The second round will be
more challenging however, with a formidable
opponent in Michael Cohen, aka
@Speechboy71.Actual voting does not start until
Monday morning, March 25. However, if you are on
Twitter, you can help the cause by issuing
strong (but good natured) battle tweets in favor
of @Emptywheel and against the dreaded opponent
@Speechboy71. Say something pithy and
substantive. Get in the fight, and don’t forget
to vote Monday!
This week’s music is Long Cool Woman in a Black
Dress by the Hollies. Great song and nice video.
The bonus track is a video by yours truly taken
Thursday night on Art Walk in Old Town
Scottsdale. The guy pictured was set up in the
plaza next to the restaurant where we were
eating on the patio, the Barrio Queen. Dude was
an amazing showman. He painted the Hendrix
canvas to All Along the Watchtower prior to the
Stones one in the video.

